Dryer Instructions

Not responsible for clothing damage due to misuse or overloading.

**CAUTION:**
- Refer to garment tags for special washing & drying instructions.
- Never wash items containing flammable fumes.
- Never allow children to operate or play in, with, or around the equipment or the laundry room.

1. Clean the lint filter and return it to its compartment.  
   A clean lint filter means a more efficient drying cycle.

2. Place clothes loosely in the dryer.  
   Close the loading door securely.

3. Choose from PayRange drop down price menu.  
   Slide to make payment.  
   Additional time may be purchased during cycle.

4. To start, select one of the 3 fabric settings.  
   If you are using a stack dryer, make sure you select the fabric setting for the correct dryer – upper or lower.

5. The dryer will stop if the door is opened during the drying cycle. To restart the dryer, close the door, reselect the cycle and press start.  
   Avoid wrinkling: Remove delicate and permanent press articles promptly after the drying cycle.

Please help keep our laundry room clean!
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